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SE-40 (CH. 0+000 – CH. 41+300, Seville)

The information in this Case Study has been provided by DGT.
The SE-40 highway is the new bypass of Seville city. The road authority is “Ministerio de Transportes, Movilidad y
Agenda Urbana”, part of the Spanish National Government.
This case study involves an assessment of the safety and influence of a bypass, including one section built in a tunnel.
In 2020, the opened highway stretches are:
- The first stretch between CH. 0+000 and CH. 24+2600. The
last stretch opened to traffic is located between CH. 15+980
(interchange with A-376 highway) and CH. 24+260 (interchange
with A-4 highway) where the highway has 3 lanes in each direction.
Its Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) is around 16,500 vehicles
per day in 2020.

- The second stretch between CH. 28+210 and CH. 41+300. This
highway stretch has 3 lanes in each direction in the most part of
the stretch and in 2020 its AADT is around 5,000 vehicles.
Figure 1 shows the two bypass stretches which are opened to traffic
and the remaining section still to be opened.

Figure 1. Location of SE-40 highway stretches which are opened to traffic
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Assessment of Crash Data

Figure 2 shows the crash and injury history by
severity of casualty between 2012 (after the
stretch opened to traffic) and June 2020 for
the stretches CH.0+000 - CH.24+200 and
CH.28+210 - CH.41+300.
Most crashes have been recorded between
CH.0+000 and CH.15+980 and this includes
the first stretch opened to traffic. The only fatal
crashes were recorded in that first stretch opened
to traffic (between CH.0+000 and CH.9+110).
The distribution of crash data may change
when the highway is completed since its AADT
will increase due to the connection being made
between the eastern and western parts of Seville.
The crash pattern may be reassessed at this
stage.

Figure 2. Crash and injury severity history at SE-40 CH.0+000 - CH.24+200
and CH.28+210 - CH.41+300

Road Network Upgrade
The network upgrading objective is to build a new
Seville bypass and remove the large amount of
traffic which flows along SE-30 highway bypass
due to its close proximity to Seville city (shown in
Figure 1 as the inner ring road surrounding the
urban core and including within that area the two
divisions of the River Guadalquivir on the western
side of the city).
In the future, the new SE-40 outer bypass will
surround the metropolitan area on the southern
side (Figure 5). Here, the dates when the SE-40
highway stretches were opened are listed:
•

SE-40 CH.0+000 – CH.9+110: This highway
stretch was opened in 2011 and connects
A-4 and A-92 highways. The highway
stretch length is 9 km.

•

SE-40 CH.9+110 – CH.15+980: This
highway stretch was opened in 2013 and
connects A-92 and A-376 highways. The
highway stretch length is 6.7 km.

•

SE-40 CH.15+980 – CH.24+260: This
stretch is the most recent highway stretch
which opened to traffic and connects A-376
and A-4 highways. The highway stretch
length is 8.2 km. The following link has a
video about this highway stretch:

•

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=WlsoVBQf7_g&feature=youtu.be

Figure 3. SE-40 highway stretches and its opening to traffic year
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•

SE-40 CH.24+260 – CH.28+210: This
highway stretch is currently at design phase
and will finish the southern highway bypass
part. The stretch will need to cross the
Guadalquivir River by bridge or a tunnel.
When this highway stretch will be finished,
the traffic can across Seville from east to
west and west to east without going over the
SE-30 bypass (near Seville city).

•

SE-40 CH.28+210 – CH.34+560: This
highway stretch was opened in 2018,
connects A-8058 and A-8054 roads and its
length is 6.3 km.

•

SE-40 CH.34+560 – CH.41+300: This
highway stretch was opened in 2018 and
connects A-49 highway and A-8054 road.
The highway stretch length is 7 km.

Figure 4. Aerial view of interchange between SE-40 bypass and A-376 highway around SE-40
CH.15+980

This highway links with the southern radial
highways through interchanges which have
service roads to collect the road traffic. An
example of one aerial view of the interchange
between SE-40 highway and A-376 highway
around SE-40 CH.15+980 is shown in Figure 4.

Detailed Road Assessment
The case study provides a Star Rating of the “after” picture in the
future network upgrading when the A-4 and A-49 highways will be
connected around the south through the SE-40 bypass.

Figure 5. SE-40 highway aerial view in SR4D

The Star Rating shows the road condition of highway stretches already
opened to traffic and also the first design idea to connect the SE-40
highway which is to connect through a tunnel under the Guadalquivir
river, this latter stretch (between CH.24+260 and CH.28+210) still in
design phase. The Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) will increase
considerably after network upgrading and thus the results should be
considered as provisional.
The tunnel section considered is: separate 3-lanes tunnels in each
direction with wide lanes, around 2.5-metre-wide-outer shoulders and
one-metre-wide-inner shoulders. This highway stretch will also be
provided with street lighting.
The Star Rating has been analysed through Star Rating for Designs
(SR4D) within the iRAP ViDA software platform. Figures 4-7 show the
SR4D interface after network upgrading situation.
Figure 6. SE-40 CH.15+000 - CH.28+200 road stretch aerial view SR4D
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Figure 7. SE-40 CH.8+300 coding detail in SR4D (After network upgrading)

Figure 8. SE-40 CH.16+000 coding detail in SR4D (After network upgrading)

After the network upgrading, the highway stretch
between CH.0+000 and CH.41+300 (which
includes the tunnel) will show the Star Rating
and characteristics shown in Table 1 and Figure
9.
These Star Rating results show a good road
infrastructure safety standard according to iRAP
methodology, achieving the global standard of
“3-star or better” for vehicle occupants.
Table 1. Star Rating Score: SE-40 CH.0+000 - CH.41+300 (After network upgrading)

When the tunnel section is analysed separately
using the iRAP methodology, the Star Rating
classification shows a good infrastructure
safety standard according to iRAP methodology
for vehicle occupants (4-star) and 3-star for
motorcyclists. Figure 10 and 11 show the SR4D
interface and the tunnel Star Rating results.

Figure 9. Star Rating Score: SE-40
CH.0+000 - CH.41+300
(After network upgrading) for vehicle occupants
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Figure 10. Tunnel SE-40 road stretch aerial view SR4D

Figure 11. Star Rating map of SE-40 tunnel for vehicle occupants

The SE-40 bypass construction is anticipated
to decrease both congestion and the number of
crashes along the SE-30 inner bypass (the ring
road surrounding Seville) since a large portion
of though-traffic (and probably traffic wishing
to reach parts of Seville when approaching
from the south, east or west) will use the higher
standard SE-40 highway. In addition, the SE-40
infrastructure safety standard will be 3- or 4-star
along the bypass according to iRAP methodology,
the SE-40 bypass having wide carriageways
in each direction when the roadwork will be
finished.
Table 2. Star Rating Score: SE-40 CH.0+000 - CH.41+300 (After network upgrading)

Conclusions
In this case study the Star Rating for Designs process is used to
illustrate how the safety performance of a specific road location can
be assessed when countermeasures are proposed at the design stage.
It is also proved that it is not mandatory to rely upon crash data to
demonstrate a potential safety improvement.

In addition, it is concluded that Star Rating for Designs strengthens
the road safety audit process, complementing it with an objective and
repeatable quantification of road user risk (without the need for a high
level of experience) and supports the wider potential of Star Ratings as
a safety performance metric.

The SR4D carried out shows how the road standard will have been
improved substantially, and the Star Ratings were increased for car
occupants and motorcyclists. Thus, the proposed countermeasures
for the road section under design are considered very effective.

Therefore, any suitably trained engineer or road safety practitioner is
able to carry out a design Star Rating, ensuring improved safety at the
design phase of new road builds worldwide and maximized safety in
road infrastructure investment.
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